Given a homology theory H»(A) on rings, based on a natural chain complex, one can form a new theory Hi (A) which is universal with respect to the homotopy property H»(A) ~ Ht(A[t]). We show that the homotopy theories HH* and HC¡¡ associated to Hochschild and cyclic homology are both zero. On the other hand, if HCZ denotes Goodwillie's variant of cyclic homology, and A contains a field of characteristic 0, we show that (HC~)ÍA is Connes' periodic cyclic homology HP,(A).
We call N'F(A) the "Moore Complex" of F(A). In §2, we show that, if A is a k-algebra, HHm(A) denotes Hochschild homology, and &™/k denotes Kahler differentials (for commutative A), then N'HHm(A) and N'Sl™,k are exact. The corresponding result for the cyclic homology group 77Cm is not true for m^O. (See §3.) When F,(A) arises as the homology of a natural chain complex C(A), as is the case for Hochschild and cyclic homology, there is a more subtle notion of homotopy. Following [Wl.2.2], we define a new homotopy functor Ft in §1, arising as the homology of the total chain complex of N'C(A), which is universal in the appropriate sense. We then show that 7777t (A) -HCt (A) = 0, which shows just how far Hochschild and cyclic homology are from being homotopy functors. Finally, we apply these ideas in §4 to Goodwillie's variant -h HCt of cyclic homology. If A contains Q, we show that (77C )t(A) is HPt(A), Connes' periodic cyclic homology. This emphasizes the central role of HC~ in cyclic homology.
The Moore complex
In this section, we discuss ways of measuring how much a functor F fails to be a homotopy functor. We use the simplicial ring AA of ,4-valued algebraic functions on the standard p-simplex (denoted P(A) in [And] ). Thus, aHA = AltQ,...,tk]ffëïJ1--\)-*A[ti,...,tlt], while the face and degeneracy maps are given by dj(t¡) = 0, s¡(t.) = tt; + ti+x, d^tj) = tj or t._,, and Sj(tA = t¡ or tj+l if i $ j, depending on whether j < i or j > i. Now let F be a functor from rings to an abelian category. It is well-known [May, §22] that the simplicial homotopy groups of the simplicial object F(AA) are the same as the homology groups of either the chain complex or of the associated "Moore complex" N'F(A) described in the introduction. For example, it is easy to see that
We may think of the rest of the njF(AA) = Hi(N'F(A)) as left derived functors of [F] . Now suppose that we are given a functorial chain complex C(A), and set Fn(A) = Hn(C(A)). In addition to the homotopy functors Thus it is enough to show that N'HH.(k) is split exact for all /. But this is Theorem 2.2, since by [HKR, 5 Therefore it is enough to prove that N'Çlm(k) is split exact for all w. But each /c-module NpQm(k) is projective, since by [Bass, XII.7.3] it is a direct summand of the free /c-module Qm(k[tl, ... ,tA). Therefore it suffices to prove that N'Clm(k) is exact for all m .
We Since N'Qm(k) is the union of the F', there is a convergent spectral sequence K< = HP+9(Fp/K+0 => H^iN-OTik)) attached to the filtration [Mac, XI.3.1 and 3.2] . Since Fp+q = 0 for q < 0 or p < m, this is a first quadrant spectral sequence. To prove Theorem 2.2, we will show that E2 =0 for all p , q.
We first show that Ex = 0 for q ¿ 0. Since Fm_x = 0, El = 0 for p < m , and we may begin with E . Let a>r = <y™(l, 2, ... , m) ; the complex 7^ has The complex N HHJA,I) is therefore the direct sum of the complexes H H ¡(A, 7)®7VHHAk), each of which is split exact. A similar argument applies in the double relative case.
Cyclic homology
We can now apply the results for Hochschild homology to get similar, but weaker, results for cyclic homology. For example, the complex N'HC0(A) is exact for every A:-algebra A because 77C0 = HH0. On the other hand, since HC2(k) s HC2(k[t]) = k, it is easy to see that N HC2(k) is not exact.
Recall from [LQ] that there is a double complex B(A) for which HCt(A) k is the homology of Tot(B(A)). We can now construct the functors 77COT as in §1. We content ourselves with an application to double relative AT-theory that we shall need in [GW2] . Proof. The calculations of [GW1] show that KX(A,B,1) is naturally isomorphic to HC0(A,B,1), so /') follows from 3.3. Using the Gersten-Anderson spectral sequence [W3,3.5] 
